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Contemporary Book Art in the Middle East: 
The Book as Document in Iraq
Sonja Mejcher-Atassi

Contemporary book art in the Middle East is manifold. This article examines only 

one possible perspective on book art: the book as document, a term borrowed from 

Johanna Drucker’s The Century of Artists’ Books (2004).1  Drucker derives the notion of the 

book as document from a Western context.2  Adapted to the Middle East, in particular 

Iraq, it acquires a meaning of its own. Less personal statement than testimony of 

everyday life, the book as document steps into the void left by war and occupation in 

Iraq: namely the destruction of public and private records of Iraq’s modern history. 

Contemporary book art in Iraq stems from and is marked by this political urgency. 

It draws inspiration from the Arabic-Islamic heritage but is part and parcel of 

contemporary artistic practices. 

A large number of Iraqi artists of the so-called ‘nineties generation’ work in 

book art – among them Kareem Risan, Hana Malallah, Himat Mohammad Ali, and 

Nazar Yahya, each of whom is discussed in this article. Not all their books are of 

documentary character, but a striking number are. Before exploring these books 

further, it may be helpful to turn to the larger fi eld of contemporary art in the Middle 

East and to place book art in its cultural and commercial context.

Contemporary Art in the Middle East 
Contemporary art in the Middle East constitutes an emerging fi eld of academic 

research. Since the mid-1990s, new art festivals, associations and exhibition venues 

committed to promoting contemporary art in the region have opened their doors.3  

They are accompanied by a number of new magazines and databases as well as by an 

increase of academic publications.4  It is a highly heterogeneous fi eld that is subsumed 

under the problematic geo-political category ‘Middle East’, as Nat Muller points out 

in Contemporary Art in the Middle East (2009).5  It spans a vast area when the very term ‘area’ 

is undergoing new readings due to transformations in the fi eld of Area Studies and 

when more attention is being paid to the notion of ‘crossing borders’ – between areas 

as well as between disciplines.6  Contemporary art in the Middle East is very much 

impacted by new developments in the global art market, and by the power dynamics 

between West and East described so well in Edward Said’s Orientalism (1978),7  all of 

which foster myriad preconceptions, stereotypes, and expectations.

Just like other cultural disciplines, art history has debated its own parameters 

and revised its Eurocentric outlook and origins, challenged by contemporary artistic 

practices worldwide. As Hans Belting explains in Art History after Modernism (2003), this 

‘does not mean that art or art history is over but that, both in art and in the discourse 
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of art history, we can foresee on the horizon the end of a tradition whose familiar 

shape had become, in the era of modernism, canonical.’8  ‘Staging the modern has 

always required the non-modern, the space of colonial difference’, says Timothy 

Mitchell.9  Primitivism and exoticism have played crucial roles in modern art in 

Europe, especially in 1920s avant-garde Paris.10  But only in recent years has the 

Western art market opened up to modern and contemporary art from non-Western 

countries. The exhibition Les Magiciens de la terre (Magicians of the earth) organized by 

the Centre George Pompidou and La Vilette in Paris in 1989, is regarded a landmark in 

this respect.11  The recent trend to include cultural difference or otherness in Western 

collections of modern and contemporary art has not only changed Western art 

markets, it has also brought a new dynamic into the art markets of the Third World. 

What reads like a story of progress and shared humanity in the fi eld of culture has had 

far-reaching, at times fateful, consequences for artistic production in non-Western 

countries.12  Far from the ‘free exchange of symbolic goods’,13  Western culture seems 

to hold tightly to its powerful position. As Hans Belting says, ‘Western culture, 

which once felt up to the task of representing all ethnic cultures via exploration as 

collection, is now proclaiming the future of a world culture in which it again claims 

the leading position.’14  

Since 11 September 2001 and the Iraq War of 2003, the art market’s interest in the 

Middle East has greatly increased. The expansion of foreign funding in the region’s 

cultural production and the new interest of auction houses in the region, beginning 

with Sotheby’s and Christie’s, and followed by Bonhams and Phillips De Pury, is 

remarkable. Last but not least, the advancement of the Gulf as a powerful centre and 

broker for the arts has signifi cantly changed the art market and hence the contexts 

and conditions in which artists produce their work.15 

Art in the Middle East has subsequently been burdened with a representative 

function. It has turned into an instrument of cultural diplomacy, as Jessica Winegar 

points out.16  Some artists have found themselves ‘sought-after commodities’, 

‘regional or cultural emissaries’ rather than ‘individual artists’,17  objectifi ed and 

classifi ed in the collective designated as the Middle East by the dominant Western 

subject. As Olu Oguibe says in The Culture Game, this is true of much non-Western 

contemporary art ushered by cultural agents into the global market – art institutions, 

curators, critics, academics, dealers and gallerists who, whether consciously 

or not, retain fi rmly entrenched predispositions within Western society.18  It is 

important to return to the word ‘some’ at the beginning of this paragraph: some 

artists, not all, have been granted such interest. The art market is preoccupied 

with a small if growing number of artists: primarily those who engage in Western 

media art, such as installation and video.19  ‘The alliance of non-Western art with 

Western media culture’20  has brought to the fore artistic practices heralded as 

postmodern and postcolonial. But its close ties to the politics of foreign funding, 

their aesthetic tastes, and neo-liberal agendas, which have led to a de-politicization 

and commercialization in contemporary art, are usually ignored,21  especially when 

it comes to the Middle East.22  Youssef Abdelké’s timely article in the Lebanese daily 

al-Safı̄r entitled ‘Aqd min al-qarn al-jadÐd f Ð thaqāfatinā: Fann bilā hudūd’ (A decade of 

the new century in our culture: Art without borders) offers a critique. Abdelké, a 

well-known Syrian painter who has paid a high price for his political engagement 

(including prison and exile), gives credit to Arab artists for having resisted ‘the 

power of dictatorship’ but questions their capacity to withstand ‘the power of 

capital.’23 
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Today we are in front of a new map that Arab art has not known for decades, 

a map in which identifi cation with the West replaces the scooping out of 

local and historical sources. Its concepts are invaded by the market, which has 

taken the place of state subvention that ended two decades ago. If the artists 

of that epoch managed to keep their independence in the face of the power 

of dictatorships (Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Algeria, etc.), it is not sure that they will 

succeed in facing the power of capital.24 

What sells and what does not sell, what can be shown in international biennales and 

what cannot, is a major issue not limited to the Middle East. For a large number of 

artists remain excluded from the market, artists whose practices are deemed inferior, 

lagging behind, or nationalistic. This is ‘a telling misconception’, says Belting.25  

‘While Western culture fosters its global ideas’, he explains, non-Western cultures, on 

the other hand, ‘are retreating in a kind of countermovement into their own histories 

in order to rescue a part of their identity.’26  Contemporary book art in the Middle East 

can be considered part of this countermovement.

Book Art
Contemporary book art does share a signifi cant characteristic with media art. 

Similar to fi lm and video, its form is relatively new; it does not precede the twentieth 

century. However, it builds more directly upon a traditional form, namely illustrated 

manuscripts, and may thus seem to be more closely linked to the past than to the 

present.27  Its relative neglect by the art market may also have to do with the very 

nature of the book. Book art cannot be exhibited easily. It is usually displayed in show 

cases which allow a look at the title page or the page onto which the book is opened, 

but books cannot be read or fl ipped through. However, the interactive nature of 

books demands engagement.28  This engagement can be very rewarding. Tentative to 

an ‘intimate discovery’, explains Drucker, ‘the process of looking and reading leads 

us into the labyrinthine web of associations’, it provides us with ‘a private space for 

communication and exchange across vast spaces of time and geography’.29  

The beginnings of book art are closely linked to the illustrated book, the livre 
d’artiste, which emerged as a publishing enterprise initiated by art dealers such as 

Ambroise Vollard and Daniel-Henry Kahnweiler in fi n-de-siècle France as a reaction to 

the mass-produced book.30  The defi nition of book art has changed signifi cantly, fi rst 

with the avant-garde movement of the early twentieth century, then in the 1960s and 

1970s, when new forms of book art started to proliferate worldwide in the general 

context of socio-political activism. Next to signed limited editions with illustrations, 

we now also fi nd inexpensive multiples or one-of-a-kind objects.31  

Book art brings together a number of different media. Not only does it lend 

itself to merging text and image, verbal and visual expression; it can become part of 

installation or performance art, or delve into more popular forms of visual culture, 

such as the worldwide web. Highly intermedia in character, it defi es clear-cut 

defi nitions and ideas of purity in art, as put forward by modernist theorists such as 

Clement Greenberg in his remaking of Lessing’s Laokoon.32  Instead it goes well with 
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an understanding of art in which ‘all arts are “composite” arts (both text and image); 

all media are mixed media’, as W. J. T. Mitchell claims.33  What makes book art stand 

out then is not its media but its emphasis on ‘objectness’. Book art transforms the 

condition of the book. It complicates the relation between content and form, word 

and image. What was considered secondary turns into the primary object.34  No 

longer subordinated to a privileged text, it reverses the ideological underpinnings of 

word and image and becomes the centre of attention. It becomes the sole artefact to 

be considered.

Book art in the Middle East participates in these developments. Its earliest 

examples date back to the beginnings of modern art in the region which was marked 

by the colonial encounter of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and 

the introduction of new art forms, materials, and techniques.35  At the same time, it 

builds on a traditional form of its own. Contemporary book art in the Middle East is 

manifold. Its practitioners are engaged in different artistic practices, be it painting, 

photography, or conceptual art. In its capacity of establishing a ‘continuity with other 

times and cultures’,36  book art has become a powerful means of expression for a 

growing number of artists in the region, especially since the hazima, the Arab defeat 

in the 1967 June War (also known as the Six-Day War) which triggered a profound 

identity crisis among intellectuals and a reorientation of cultural production.37  

Already before 1967 artists challenged the dominant Western models. In 1951, the 

Baghdad Group for Modern Art ( jamÁÝat BaghdÁd lil-fann al-ÎadÐth) founded 

by Jawad Salim (1919–61), Shakir Hassan Al Said (1925–2004) and Jabra Ibrahim 

Jabra (1920–94) attempted to bridge the tensions between heritage (turÁth) and 

modernity (ÎadÁtha) by producing art that stemmed from its locality and was part 

of contemporary artistic practices worldwide at the time, as is stated in the group’s art 

manifesto.38  But in the 1960s and 1970s, the quest for cultural authenticity (aÒÁla) 

now linked to political activism increased.39  Issues of identity were at the forefront of 

intellectual and artistic debate. This may have made many artists appear nationalistic 

– in Belting’s words quoted above ‘a telling misconception’, as they were actually 

involved in rescuing ‘part of their own identity’. In 1971, Shakir Hassan, who had a 

major impact on modern art in the region as an artist and art critic,40  founded the 

One Dimension Group (tajammuÝ al-buÝd al-waÎÐd). It follows the Baghdad Group 

for Modern Art in its aim to produce art rooted in local traditions but focused on 

the use of writing in contemporary art, an artistic trend generally described as al-
ÎurÙfiyya – Îarf (plural: ÎurÙf), which in Arabic means letter.41  As Shakir Hassan 

makes clear in the group’s manifesto, emphasis is on 

the art of writing ( fann al-kitÁba) not on calligraphy 

(al-khaÔÔ); the word ‘al-khaÔÔ’ is used only to designate 

the ‘line’.42  The One Dimension Group did not aim at 

reinvigorating the glorious past of Islamic calligraphy. 

Rather, it was part and parcel of contemporary artistic 

practices, namely abstract art which was given a more 

local character by means of quoting the Arabic-Islamic 

heritage, often referring to Sufi sm, Islamic mysticism, 

which ascribes special meaning to Arabic letters and 

numbers.43  Shakir Hassan in particular was interested 

in the here and now, not only contemporary elite art 

but also contemporary popular culture, such as graffi ti, 

and thus voicing political concerns. A prolifi c painter, 

he also produced a number of books. His book art 

1 Shakir Hassan Al Said, 
TajrÐb (Improvisations), 1996. 
London: Private Collection. 
Photo: Azzawi.
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brings to the fore its objectness, as ‘Improvisations’ (TajrÐb), a mixed media one-

of-a-kind volume dated 1996, shows (plate 1). The form of the book reminds us of a 

newspaper, and newspaper cuttings are used as collage, suggesting the idea of media 

coverage. But apart from the newspaper cuttings, the book is devoid of words. Burned 

holes make visible its materiality and, at the same time, document the destruction of 

Baghdad in the 1991 Gulf War, as well as the American and British military strikes 

which continued throughout the 1990s.

Book art in the Middle East is usually studied in the context of al-ÎurÙfiyya. 

However, book art differs signifi cantly in relation to the written word. Challenging 

the very condition of ‘bookness’, it foregrounds its ‘objectness’, with, at times, 

little or no signifi cance accorded to the written word. There is no publication that 

deals explicitly with book art in the Middle East. Like a number of other leading 

museums in the West, the British Museum has expanded its collection of modern and 

contemporary art from the Middle East, focusing on works on paper. The exhibition 

Word into Art: Artists of the Modern Middle East, curated by Venetia Porter and accompanied 

by two substantial publications, which took place at the British Museum in London 

(2006) and the Dubai International Finance Centre in Dubai (2008), also included 

examples of book art. Examples from this part of the world are missing in surveys, 

such as Drucker’s The Century of Artists’ Books.
Book art in the Middle East lends itself easily to the idea of a ‘countermovement’ 

because it can build on a long and very elaborate tradition in Arabic-Islamic culture.44  

This has to do not only with the primary importance of the Qur’an, but also with the 

high esteem of education, be it religious or secular, and, thus, of books. Like the 

Qur’an, many books were meant to be read aloud, recited, word and image in the 

service of calling a given text back into memory. Books and other objects associated 

with their production and reception – such as calligraphy, miniature painting, 

book binding, and the artisans’ tools, ranging from inkwells, pens, and pen boxes 

to scissors and paper – are important elements of Islamic art.45  The Arabic-Islamic 

heritage is a source of inspiration for many contemporary artists, but to speak of 

modern or contemporary Islamic art is misleading.46  It would overemphasize the 

link to the traditional form, value the past over the present, and be reductive and 

orientalizing. Rather the question arises: what is it in the present that makes artists 

in the Middle East choose to open a dialogue with Islamic art and to work in book 

art form?47  As this article argues, it is not only the quest for authenticity through 

re-connecting with past traditions that has been of much importance in the region’s 

modern art history, as the manifestos by the Baghdad Group for Modern Art as well 

as of the One Dimension Group attest. It is also, for a number of books, which I group 

under ‘the book as document’ – a term borrowed from Drucker’s The Century of Artists’ 
Books that acquires a different meaning once adapted to Iraq – the political urgency in 

which they were produced. By political urgency I mean a pressing political condition 

which has urged many artists to leave traces, a record, a document, a personal 

testimony, or witness, as long as this documentation is still possible, given that it is 

threatened by war and occupation.

The Book as Document in Iraq
The term document has long been associated with the written word only. The 

notion of what constitutes a document, historical material, has changed signifi cantly 

since the so-called archival turn in Western academia.48  Not only written material, 

considered previously as marginal, such as private papers, letters and diaries, but 
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also audiovisual material, has since gained interest.49  Moreover, the defi nition of 

the archive itself has undergone much scrutiny and reappraisal. ‘Not the question 

of a concept dealing with the past that might already be at our disposal or not at our 

disposal’ but ‘a question of the future’, as Jacques Derrida suggests in Archive Fever: A 
Freudian Impression, the archive turns into an agent in narrative production.50  Just like 

the museum, which has undergone similar inquiry, an archive impacts how we 

approach, visualize, narrate, and interpret the past, and thus partakes in shaping 

conceptions of identity.51 

The interest in the archive has also increased signifi cantly in contemporary 

artistic practices. The exhibition entitled, after Derrida’s book, Archive Fever: Uses 
of the Document in Contemporary Art, which took place at the International Center of 

Photography in New York in 2008, organized by Okwui Enwezor, a renowned 

scholar and adjunct curator there, gives compelling examples, among them works 

by artists from the Middle East.52  Regarding the Middle East, Suzanne Cotter even 

speaks of a ‘documentary turn’,53  examining the work of Lebanese artists Walid 

Raad and Akram Zaatari, artists who are also included in The Archive edited by Charles 

Merewether in 2006 for the Documents of Contemporary Art series. All three publications 

focus on photography and fi lm-based installations, Western media art that, as pointed 

out above, has provided non-Western artists with a warm welcome into the Western 

dominated global art market. Why does book art lend itself so well to the idea of the 

archive? And what kind of document does contemporary book art in Iraq provide? 

As Drucker points out, ‘the idea of the book as a document is hardly an artistic 

invention … the standard format of the book serves very well as a place in which an 

experience, account, or testimonial can be produced.’54  What distinguishes book 

art from a standard book, consequently, is the documentary character of the object 

itself. In book art, the book no longer serves as the form privileging content but 

2 Kareem Risan, ShiÝÁrÁt al-
judrÁn baÝd al-iÎtilÁl al-amrÐkÐ 
(Wall Graffi ti after the 
American Invasion), 2004. 
Book cover. London: Private 
Collection. Photo: Risan.
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becomes the sole artefact to be considered. It is not ‘a place in which an experience, 

account, or testimonial can be produced’; rather, it can itself produce such a narrative, 

going beyond the dichotomy of form and content. Holding on to the form of the 

book, contemporary book art in Iraq lays claim to the undeniable authority of the 

book but detaches it from the quasi sacred character of the word in Arabic-Islamic 

culture. Verbal narration turns into visual narration, and, accordingly, book art into 

an artistic storehouse of verbal and visual fragments to be viewed and read together. 

Wall Graffi ti after the American Invasion (ShiÝÁrÁt al-judrÁn baÝd al-iÎtilÁl al-amrÐkÐ, 
2004) by the Iraqi artist Kareem Risan (b. 1960) is a good example (plate 2). In our 

modern world, documents are sought-after commodities which, ‘like persons, have 

social lives’.55  A document may have been a personal letter, a hotel bill, or fl yer of 

political or commercial content considered trash by many, before it came to qualify 

as a document, and it may, in another context, turn into a work of art. Unlike the 

traditional livre d’artiste, Risan’s hand-made one-of-a-kind volume does not relate to any 

literary text. The only words used in the book are far from the calligraphic tradition. 

Similar to graffi ti on a background that, as the pages of the book unfold, reproduces 

the walls of Baghdad, they range from clearly legible to hardly visible and include 

political slogans, personal statements, and insults. The opening page here voices a 

clear political protest: ‘no to the occupation’ (‘lÁ lil-iÎtilÁl’) (plate 3). As Risan explains:

Every day I used to walk the streets of Baghdad, its walls fi lled with graffi ti 

previously unfamiliar to Baghdadis. It included many slogans of the new 

parties that had just arrived, denouncing the old regime, other slogans 

3 Kareem Risan, ShiÝÁrÁt al-
judrÁn baÝd al-iÎtilÁl al-amrÐkÐ 
(Wall Graffi ti after the 
American Invasion), 2004. 
Page with reproduced wall. 
London: Private Collection. 
Photo: Risan.
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hailing it, slogans of apolitical character calling for individual claims (such as 

allowing alcohol), and yet other slogans expressing insults and many other 

things. This act of writing (graffi ti) was accompanied by a different act of 

wiping out what was not satisfactory to many sides although there was still 

place for writing. This new phenomenon caught my attention, unusual for 

many Iraqis since long ago with the exception of course of the ruling Ba’th 

party’s slogans.56 

More words fi gure in the fl yer attached to one of the book’s pages (plate 4). The fl yer 

is addressed to the Iraqi people in the aftermath of the Iraq War of 2003. Entitled 

‘Declaration to the Iraqi People’ (‘BayÁn ilÁ al-shaÝb al-ÝirÁqÐ’), dated 29 November 

2003, and signed by Paul Bremer, then head of the Coalition Provisional Authority 

(CPA), and Jalal Talabani, then member of the Interim Iraq Governing Council 

which served under the CPA and President of Iraq since 2005, it proclaims a new 

constitution and elections. The fl yer is an objet trouvé – some copies were thrown away, 

others were destroyed by angry hands, sun, storm, and rain, or simply withered with 

time, some were glued onto walls, and some may one day fi nd their way into archives 

and acquire the status of historical material. One has become part of a work of art that 

itself acts as a chronicle of Iraq’s recent past. Documentation here takes place through 

reproduction (of the walls and the graffi ti they bear) and collage (of the fl yer on the 

reproduced walls). When it comes to art, the notion of ‘document’ is complicated by 

the troubled relation between fact and fi ction. Is Risan’s book a ‘real’ document, or 

is it ‘only’ reproduced, a work of the imagination even? What is real, historical truth 

anyway? Does not the fl yer have an unreal touch to it, detached from the lived reality 

in Baghdad? How can we access this lived reality with its many layers of subjective 

histories? Opening Risan’s book may bring us a step closer.

Two recent exhibitions have drawn attention to contemporary book art in 

Iraq. The fi rst, Celebrating the Creativity of the Collaboration between Iraqi Art and Literature, held 

at the Frankfurt Book Fair in 2004, was organized by Dia Azzawi (b. 1939), an 

internationally renowned Iraqi artist based in London, and constituted his private 

4 Kareem Risan, ShiÝÁrÁt al-
judrÁn baÝd al-iÎtilÁl al-amrÐkÐ 
(Wall Graffi ti after the 
American Invasion), 2004. 
Page with attached fl yer. 
London: Private Collection. 
Photo: Risan.
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collection. Dafatir: Contemporary Iraqi Book Art was also 

based on Azzawi’s collection. Curated by Nada Shabout, 

it travelled the United States, starting at the University 

of North Texas in 2006. The latter links book art 

closely to contemporary artistic practices. Dafatir refers 

to the artist’s contemporary world; the Arabic word 

‘dafÁtir’ translates as notebooks or sketchbooks. These, 

at times, take the form of visual diaries, perhaps the 

most intimate kind of personal testimony. The Gulf 

War diaries by Iraqi artists Satta Hashem (b. 1959) 

and Dia Azzawi, who followed the events of the 1991 

Gulf War on a daily basis from their respective exiles 

in Sweden and the UK, are captivating examples (plate 
5 and plate 6). Whereas Hashem’s book includes verbal 

expression separated from the drawings – here fl ying 

creatures which evoke both mythical beasts and the 

American planes, marking the beginning of the aerial 

bombardment of Iraq on 17 January 1991,57  Azzawi’s 

three volume diary is devoid of the written word. 

However, the black and white drawings of anguished 

people do recall words, not written but screamed and 

unheeded in the face of destruction. The book brings to 

mind the impotence of the word given the experience 

of modern history.58  Its title Daftar al-sawÁd translates 

as ‘book of plenty’, celebrating Iraq’s prosperity as the 

fertile crescent between the Euphrates and the Tigris, 

but the title also means ‘book of darkness’, referring 

to Iraq’s dark recent past blotted by years of dictatorial 

rule, economic sanctions, war, and occupation.

Part of the so-called sixties generation59  in Iraq and a founding member of the 

New Vision Group (al-ruÞyÁ al-jadÐda), Azzawi can look back on a long experience 

of working in book art. An internationally acclaimed painter, he has also worked 

in sculpture and installation as well as graphic design. These artistic practices often 

come together in his book art which consists of one-of-a-kind volumes, valuable 

limited editions (close to the traditional livre d’artiste), and offset multiples. His offset 

multiples, produced in the 1970s, are closely linked to political activism, namely the 

Palestinian cause.60  Unlike his Gulf War diary, Azzawi’s books usually incorporate 

the written word, taken from classical Arabic literature, such as the MuÝallaqÁt or 

Alf layla wa-layla, as well as modern Arabic literature authored by such celebrated 

writers as Adonis, Ghassan Kanafani, Mahmoud Darwish, or Abd al-Rahman 

Munif. To render the Arabic-Islamic heritage of book-making and painting more 

visible, Azzawi published a facsimile of the 1237 manuscript of the Maqamat of al-

Hariri, copied and illustrated by the thirteenth-century Baghdadi calligrapher cum 

miniature painter al-Wasiti, who has been a source of inspiration and a reference 

point for many Iraqi artists starting with the late Jawad Salim.61  Azzawi is not only 

one of the foremost practitioners of contemporary book art in the Middle East, he 

also is an important art patron and collector. Promoting contemporary art in Iraq 

from his exile in London, he has encouraged many Iraqi artists to work in book 

art, buying their works at a time of little support and sponsorship due to the long 

years of embargo and war in the country. His collection includes books by artists of 

5 Satta Hashem, Gulf 
War Diary, 1991. Artist’s 
Collection. Photo: The British 
Museum (Porter, Word into 
Art, 2006, 111).
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the so-called sixties generation, such as Shakir Hassan Al Said, Rafa’ al-Nasiri, and 

Azzawi himself, as well as by a younger generation of artists usually referred to as 

the nineties generation, among them Kareem Risan, Nazar Yahya, Hana Malallah, 

Ghassan Gha’eb, Nedem al-Kufi , Muhamed al-Shammarey, Mahmoud al-Obaidi, 

Amar Dawod, Moaid Nama, Sadiq Kwaish Alfraji, Samar Usama, Fakher Mohammad, 

and Ibrahim Rashid.

Whereas Iraqi art was at the forefront of artistic developments in the Middle 

East from the 1950s to 1970s, with a number of art academies, museums, and 

artistic groups in place, it lost much of its experimental zeal in the 1980s mainly 

due to political repression, the omnipresence of the Ba’th party, the establishment 

of Saddam Hussein’s dictatorial rule, and the Iraq–Iran War (1980–88).62  The Gulf 

War of 1991 marked a turning point although no signifi cant changes took place 

in Iraqi politics.63  Despite the Ba’th regime’s ongoing attempt to control cultural 

production and the country’s international isolation during the years of the United 

Nations Security Council’s imposed sanctions and continuous US and British military 

strikes, a ‘shadow culture’ (‘thaqÁfat al-Ûill’)64  was able to emerge in the margins. 

Finding ways around the regime’s control, many books – here I speak of books in 

the common sense not of book art – were produced and circulated in the form of 

photocopies. Many Iraqi artists and intellectuals had already left Iraq prior to the 1991 

Gulf War, but the brain drain has increased signifi cantly since. This set-back has led 

to a disjunction in cultural production. As Shabout explains, there are three spaces to 

be distinguished: inside Iraq, in exile, and in between – that is Jordan, which for a 

long time functioned as Iraq’s portal to the world and where artists who are physically 

in exile have remained closer to Iraq in many ways.65  Since the Iraq War of 2003 and 

the ‘fall’ of Saddam Hussein symbolized by the highly mediatized of his monumental 

statue in Fardous Square in downtown Baghdad on 9 April 2003, the situation has 

changed even more drastically. The euphoria expected by some was meagre from the 

outset and was soon dashed by the reality of war, destruction, and violence which 

continues to take its toll on everyday life in Baghdad as well as other parts of the 

country. Despite these diffi culties, Iraqi artists – inside as well as outside Iraq and in 

between – have developed artistic practices in which they hold on to their very own 

lives, histories, memories, and identities, as Kareem Risan’s book art demonstrates.66 

Having produced books in homage to his teachers Shakir Hassan Al Said, Ismail 

6 Dia Azzawi, Daftar al-sawÁd 
(Book of Plenty/Book of 
Darkness), 1991. London: 
Private Collection. Photo: 
Azzawi.
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Fattah, and Saad Shakir, Risan does not proclaim a rupture between the generations 

but draws on the experience of the sixties generation to add to the experience of his 

own time. Risan graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts in Baghdad in 1988. He 

has mainly worked in abstract painting but has also produced a signifi cant number 

of books. His book art is very much concerned with Iraq’s recent history and the 

destructive impact of war and occupation. Risan continued to live and work in Iraq 

until 2005. When everyday violence threatened his life, he left fi rst for Jordan and 

Syria, then for Canada in 2008. Living in exile has given him the opportunity to 

explore new media. His video Ditched Certifi cation (ShahÁda mamsÙÎa), which literally 

translates as erased testimony, produced in 2007, brings to the fore the failings of 

verbal expression in leaving a testimony. It shows a young man writing his testimony 

on a blackboard: his name which he crosses out again, his date and place of birth, 

then a sentence that says that he and his family were threatened by militiamen. When 

the man sits down to tell his story, the testimony is wiped off. He starts speaking 

where the written testimony ended, repeating that he and his family were threatened 

by militiamen. But then the voice is cut. The spectator sees him talking but cannot 

7 Kareem Risan, ÍaÃÁrat 
al-yÙrÁniyÙm (Uranium 
Civilization), 2001. Bookcase 
with loose leaves. London: 
Private Collection. Photo: 
Risan.

8 Kareem Risan, ÍaÃÁrat 
al-yÙrÁniyÙm (Uranium 
Civilization), 2001. Title page. 
London: Private Collection. 
Photo: Risan.
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actually hear him. The video ends with a caption that informs the spectator ‘that 

the man left Baghdad with his family for a neighbouring country, after being sure 

that the threat was real and dangerous, and that he left behind his house, extended 

family, friends, and memory.’67  As this example shows, Risan is preoccupied with 

documenting Iraq’s recent history, be it in video or book art. Like Wall Graffi ti after 

the American Invasion discussed above, his books are hand-made one-of-a-kind 

objects; even the paper is often hand-made. In the Word into Art exhibition in London, 

the British Museum showed two of his books: his 2001 ‘Uranium Civilization’ 

(ÍaÃÁrat al-yÙrÁniyÙm) and his 2003 ‘Book of Magic Squares’ (KitÁb al-awfÁq).

‘Uranium Civilization’ is an unbound mixed media work on paper issued 

in a box (plate 7). The title page provides the reader/spectator with the following 

information (plate 8):

This is a devastating testimony of fi fteen artistic texts. The subject is the eye 

witness of the bombardment of the Amiriyah shelter and the use of depleted 

uranium, a witness of the new civilization, the civilization of action and 

destruction, the uranium civilization.68 

Both title and text are written in blood-like red. The same red colour in addition 

to yellow and black recurs in bold brushstrokes or as if spilled out onto the pages 

of the book. Not writing but lines and dots are discernable. They delineate the 

extent of the destruction left by depleted uranium in anti-tank shells used by US 

and British forces during the 1991 Gulf War, the destruction of urban space as 

well as of the bodies of Iraqi civilians. The use of depleted uranium has not only 

been criticized internationally but also inside Iraq in artistic practices. The Iraqi 

poet and novelist Nidal al-Qadi, for example, describes life in Baghdad as ‘a mix 

of bread with numbers, petrol with milk, foetuses with depleted uranium’ and 

evokes the ‘smell of apples’ left by the toxic clouds.69  Throughout her acclaimed 

Baghdad Diaries 1991–2002, the Iraqi artist and writer Nuha al-Radi refers to the long-

term environmental and health problems caused by the use of depleted uranium 

in Iraq which was even increased in the Iraq War of 2003. It is a legacy that ‘has 

9 Kareem Risan, KitÁb al-awfÁq 
(Book of Magic Squares), 
2003. London: Private 
Collection. Photo: Risan.
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turned Iraq into a cancer-infested country’, she writes, ‘for hundreds of years to 

come, the effects of the uranium will continue to wreak havoc on Iraq and its 

surrounding areas.’70  Al-Radi died of leukemia in 2004, an illness she traced back 

to the use of depleted uranium in the 1991 Gulf War. Artistic practices, such as 

al-Qadi’s and al-Radi’s writings and Risan’s ‘Uranium Civilization’, point to the 

political urgency out of which they were produced and which, at the same time, 

they set out to document and resist: Iraq’s dark recent past – dark as in the title of 

Azzawi’s visual diary discussed above – that threatens to overshadow its present 

and future.71 

‘The Book of Magic Squares’ refers to the Sufi  tradition of magic squares. It is a 

mixed media book with double bindings, a folder on each side of the book. In its 

centre, the middle spine has an open square. Repeated in the book’s pages but with 

strips crossing the square in different ways, the book allows multiple readings as 

the reader/spectator unfolds it (plate 9). Unlike the blood-red which is forceful in 

‘Uranium Civilization’, a yellowish-red of fi re, burnt bricks and paper dominates the 

book. ‘The Book of Magic Squares’ is ‘a response to the burning and destruction of a 

number of libraries in Baghdad and elsewhere, which took place soon after American 

forces captured Baghdad in April 2003’, explains Porter in Word into Art. She adds that 

‘for many people the burning of the books symbolized the annihilation of their 

history.’72  Little attention has been paid to the destruction of Iraq’s modern history, 

the looting and destruction of public archives, libraries, or museums of modern art.73  

Concern in the West was primarily voiced for Iraq’s ancient history, namely as a result 

of the looting of the Iraq museum.74  ‘The world seems to forget that the ‘cradle of 

civilization’ is the land of a ‘contemporary country with a thriving culture’, concludes 

Shabout.75  As others suggest when speaking of cultural cleansing in Iraq, the Bush 

administration deliberately created conditions in Iraq that ‘enabled the cultural 

destruction of Iraq’.76  How can Iraq’s modern history be preserved when the very 

historical material that documents it, material accumulated over many years in public 

as well as private collections, is lost? 

In ‘My Home was Here’ (BaytÐ kÁn hunÁ) (2007), Risan comes back to this 

question. While living in exile in Damascus, Risan learned from his parents that 

10 Kareem Risan, BaytÐ kÁn 
hunÁ (My Home was Here), 
2007. London: Private 
Collection. Photo: Risan.
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his house in Baghdad was hit by a bomb.77  He does not try to reconstruct what was 

there, his personal history. Rather, as in the books discussed above, he shows the 

destruction – derelict walls fi lled with graffi ti, burned holes, and white places – that 

threatens to take hold of his very memory and identity as it erases all points of contact 

and orientation. Similar to ‘The Book of Magic Squares’, the book unfolds from 

different points, making it unclear where to start reading, as if one is picking up the 

rubble left by war (plate 10).

Risan’s book art carries the imprint of the very destruction it documents. 

Being the sole artefact to be considered, the object itself acquires documentary 

character. Hana Malallah (b. 1958) likewise deliberately ‘destroyed’ ‘Conference 

of the Birds’ (ManÔiq al-Ôayr), a book created in 2007 and shown in the British 

Museum’s Word into Art exhibition (plate 11 and plate 12). A hand-made bound volume 

issued in a box, it incorporates fragments from the thirteenth-century Sufi  poet 

Farid al-Din Attar’s allegorical story of a group of birds searching for their king 

(i.e. God) whom in the end they see as their very own refl ections. As Malallah 

explains, incising and burning paper surfaces allowed her not only to facilitate ‘the 

possibility of multiple interpretations of a single surface’ but also to recall ‘scenes of 

ravaged manuscripts in Baghdad which took place during the war on Iraq in 2003 

and subsequent occupation’.78  The result is a beautiful but highly fragile book that 

gives its reader/spectator an idea about the preciousness of manuscripts as well 

as about the destruction of Iraq’s cultural heritage. Malallah studied and worked 

with Shakir Hassan Al Said at the Academy of Fine Arts in Baghdad. She remained 

in her country until 2007, and lives in London today. She has produced a number 

of books that are informed by Iraq’s past, the Arabic-Islamic as well as the ancient 

Mesopotamian. They open dialogues with and provide new readings of Iraq’s past, 

recuperating it for the present. A fascinating example is ‘The God Marduk’ (al-IllÁh 
MardÙk) from 2008, which allows for a number of different readings, as its pages 

unfold in myriad ways (plate 13), which was on display at the British Museum’s Iraq’s 
Past Speaks to the Present exhibition in 2008. Himat Mohammad Ali (b. 1960), who has 

been living in Paris since 1991 and has produced a large number of artist books, 

also draws inspiration from Iraq’s past, namely the 

tradition of Arabic manuscripts. At the same time, 

he documents Iraq’s recent past, as in AlMutanabi Street 
Baghdad (ShÁriÝ al-MutanabbÐ BaghdÁd) which consists 

of twelve hand-made books issued in a box (plate 14). 

Al-Mutanabbi Street in Baghdad was at the hub of 

Baghdad’s cultural life and housed numerous printing 

presses and bookshops. Himat makes use of images 

cut from magazines and newspapers as well as ravaged 

manuscripts and books, painted over, tinted, and 

covered with black and red spots, his books refer to the 

destruction of al-Mutanabbi Street on 5 March 2007, 

when a car bomb killed more than thirty people and 

burnt printing presses and book shops (plate 15 and plate 
16). In Nazar Yahya’s 2003 ‘Baghdad Day of Destruction’ 

(Yawm damÁr BaghdÁd) all that remains of Baghdad 

as well as of the book is blackness and a heap of broken 

images in a box (plate 17). Yahya (b. 1963) also studied 

at the Academy of Fine Arts in Baghdad but today lives 

in Jordan from where he followed the Iraq War of 2003 

11 Hana Malallah, ManÔiq al-
Ôayr (Conference of the Birds), 
2007. Box with open book. 
London: The British Museum. 
Photo: The British Museum 
(Porter, Word into Art, 2008, 
132–3).
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and its aftermath closely. The blackish pages attached to the box evoke Iraq’s dark 

recent past – dark as in the title of Azzawi’s visual diary discussed above. The box 

itself stands for ‘a bombed-out hiding place littered with dust, and shards of glass 

and pottery’.79  The book speaks of human suffering and loss and brings to the front 

the urgency to document life in Iraq before it is too late, and emphasizes the need for 

something to remain – even if only broken images – to face the sheer violence and 

destruction caused by the war in Iraq. 

As Risan explains, book art is such a compelling means for artistic expression in 

Iraq, different from painting, as it enables the artist to build a scenario.

In the mid-nineties, I felt the urgent need to express a lot of artistic and 

human problems that the traditional painting in most cases fails to meet, 

12 Hana Malallah, ManÔiq al-
Ôayr (Conference of the Birds), 
2007. Page with incised and 
burnt paper. London: The 
British Museum. Photo: The 
British Museum (Porter, Word 
into Art, 2008, 132–3).

13 Hana Malallah, al-IllÁh 
MardÙk (The God Marduk), 
2008. London: The British 
Museum. Photo: The British 
Museum.
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especially since I lived through a lot of problems and pressures in Baghdad, 

like the economic embargo, its consequences, and the country’s arrival into 

a political abyss … The book (daftar) can be designed according to an idea or 

theme, inside it a scenario or successive pages on a theme can be built that the 

traditional painting cannot convey to the recipient.80 

14 Himat Mohammad Ali, 
ShÁriÝ al-MutanabbÐ BaghdÁd 
(AlMutanabi Street Baghdad), 
2007. Box with twelve art 
books. London: Private 
Collection. Photo: Himat, 
AlMutanabi Street Baghdad, 
2008, 30.
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Across successive pages, it offers insights into Iraq’s recent past, provided that we 

open the books and lend them the engagement they require. Their stories are usually 

overshadowed by the dominant media coverage on Iraq that focuses on events, blasts, 

and numbers but rarely pays attention to everyday life in Iraq where the real tragedy 

unfolds.81  In his dialogue with Hans Haacke, Pierre Bourdieu defi nes the artist in 

opposition to the TV journalist as follows:

The artist is the one who is capable of making a sensation, which does not mean 

being sensational, like television acrobats, but rather, in the strong sense 

of the term, putting across on the level of sensation – that is, touching 

the sensibility, moving people – analyses which would leave the reader 

15 Himat Mohammad Ali, 
ShÁriÝ al-MutanabbÐ BaghdÁd 
(AlMutanabi Street Baghdad), 
2007. Book number 2, inside 
cover. London: Private 
Collection. Photo: Himat, 
AlMutanabi Street Baghdad, 
2008, 9.
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or spectator indifferent if expressed in the cold rigour of concept and 

demonstration.82 

As the examples discussed above show, contemporary Iraqi artists are capable of 

making a sensation in Bourdieu’s terms, touching and moving the reader/spectator 

with their book art which documents Iraq’s dark recent past. But, at the same time, 

it shows beauty as an artistic practice – in Sinan Antoon’s words, it ‘crystallize[s] so 

well the sorrow of death and destruction, but also of the inexplicable beauty of art’.83  

Both the Gulf War of 1991 and the Iraq War of 2003 have been widely criticized, 

vehemently even, as demonstrations around the world showed. The criticism has 

also found its way into Western book art, such as Brad Freeman’s Sim War (1991), 

included in Drucker’s A Century of Artists’ Books (plate 18). A printed multiple, Sim War 
juxtaposes images of video war games and the 1991 Gulf War as they were regularly 

broadcast on television, with an autobiographical narrative dating back to the 1960s, 

when the artist stayed as a teenager in a military hospital that was treating American 

soldiers wounded in Vietnam. But the view from within Iraq, as documented in the 

examples given above, remains neglected in the West. Book art in Iraq has fl ourished 

with the nineties generation. The relatively small format and easily portable and 

storable character of the book certainly correspond to the work and life situation 

of many contemporary Iraqi artists who, living through war and occupation or in 

exile, have not had the means to work on large-scale projects. For many living in 

Iraq, the use of media such as print, photography, and video was out of the question 

as it was simply not available – even paper was scarce during the long years of the 

embargo. This fact somewhat explains the choice of hand-made one-of-a-kind 

volumes, partly because it also allows a link to the rich Arabic-Islamic heritage. Due 

to the inaccessibility of outside sources of inspiration in the years of the embargo, 

the Arabic-Islamic heritage, and beyond it the ancient Mesopotamian past, may 

have increased in importance for artists who stayed in Iraq. However, they have also 

informed Iraqi artists in exile, a prominent example being Azzawi. As art patron 

and collector, he has played an important role in drawing attention to contemporary 

book art in Iraq, namely through the two exhibitions mentioned above. In particular 

Dafatir, curated by Shabout, has rendered the book as document in Iraq accessible 

to a larger public, an artistic documentation of Iraq’s recent past that, otherwise, 

would have remained in the ‘dark’, as it is usually hidden in private collections. 

Dafatir has successfully helped to ‘represent a place, an accumulation of circumstances 

summed up by the name “Iraq”’,84  as was its objective, and to challenge powerful 

preconceptions about Iraq abroad. At the same time, it has reframed the book as 

document as art and introduced it to the art market 

whose interest in Iraq, and more broadly the Middle 

East, has been conditioned by political concerns 

or limited to artists who live abroad and engage in 

Western media art.85  The book as document in Iraq 

can be regarded as a countermovement, as described 

by Belting, as it builds more closely on a traditional 

form and is concerned with rescuing part of the 

nation’s very memories, histories, and identities. It 

developed on the margins of the market because of the 

diffi cult political conditions in which it was produced 

and because of its very form – the book. As pointed 

out above, it demands an engagement different from 

16 Himat Mohammad Ali, 
ShÁriÝ al-MutanabbÐ BaghdÁd 
(AlMutanabi Street Baghdad), 
2007. Book number 12, 7–8. 
London: Private Collection. 
Photo: Himat, AlMutanabi 
Street Baghdad, 2008, 29.
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that usually shown by the art market due to its interactive nature. The question is 

how to engage with contemporary book art in the Middle East, not only abroad but 

also within the region. The British Museum’s Word into Art exhibition did bring some 

of the books discussed in this article (back) to the Middle East, namely to the Dubai 

International Finance Center. It is telling that Dubai Holdings was the only sponsor 

ready to support the exhibition.86  Whereas cities such as Cairo, Beirut, and Baghdad 

were known as cultural hubs in the twentieth century and continue to bring forth 

new artistic practices, the Gulf has taken over as a powerful centre and broker of the 

arts at the beginning of the twentieth-fi rst century.

Conclusion
I hope that this article has triggered interest to further engage with contemporary 

book art in the Middle East. I may have created the impression that book art is a 

uniquely Iraqi phenomenon, whereas book art in its different manifestations is in fact 

found all over the Middle East. However, as I have shown in this article, the idea of 

the book as document has gathered momentum in Iraq due to the political urgency 

17 Nazar Yahya, Yawm damÁr 
BaghdÁd (Baghdad Day of 
Destruction), 2003. London: 
Private Collection. Photo: 
Azzawi.

18 Brad Freeman, Sim War, 
1991. Artist’s Collection. 
Photo: Freeman.
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in which book art was produced. This urgency is comparable to other places in the 

Middle East, such as Palestine and Lebanon. In Palestine, the attempt of colonial 

powers to efface and negate modern history has been particularly strong.87  This is 

aptly expressed in Khalil Rabah’s Dictionary Work (1997) (plate 19). Rabah, who studied 

fi ne arts and architecture in the United States and usually works in installation, makes 

use of a ready-made, a copy of the American dictionary The New Merriam Webster. The 

opening page is covered with nails, leaving out only the entry ‘Philistine’ defi ned as 

‘member of a people opposing the Israelites in ancient Palestine’ and ‘person who is 

hostile or indifferent to culture’.88  This brings us back to Said and the preconceptions, 

stereotypes, and expectations that confront artists in the Middle East. The sheer 

violence and terror that accompany the fabrication of these preconceptions is aptly 

expressed in Rabah’s book by the nails penetrating the dictionary, glistening ‘with 

perceiving shine’.89  In Lebanon, modern history has been highly contested and 

fought over.90  A recent exhibition in Beirut curated by Saleh Barakat, The Road to Peace: 
Painting in Times of War 1975–1991, included book art that is clearly of documentary 

character.91  As many of the confl icts that led to the civil war in Lebanon have 

remained in place and evolved into new confl icts – some even speak of a continuation 

of the war – it is not surprising that the documentary character of book art also 

features prominently in works by artists of the post-war generation. However, their 

artistic practices come as more of a rupture, due not only to the civil war but also to 

the introduction and spread of Western media art in Lebanon.92 

From the above we can conclude that contemporary book art in the Middle East 

continues to thrive in manifold ways, despite being at the margin of ‘the new map’ 

of Arab art that Abdelké critically assesses in his article quoted above. This success 

certainly has to do with book art’s highly intermedia character and its capacity to 

establish a link with different places and times, bringing together diverse cultural 

traditions in contemporary artistic practices. As I have argued in the case of the book 

as document in Iraq, it also has to do with the political urgency in which book art 

has been produced, pressing artists to bear witness to Iraq’s modern history, before 

it is lost, and to document Iraq’s dark recent past in ways that touch us through their 

fragile but striking beauty.

19 Khalil Rabah, Dictionary 
Work, 1997. London: The 
British Museum. Photo: The 
British Museum (Porter, Word 
into Art, 2008, 123).
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